The Metropolitan Museum has recently purchased from Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt one of the most arresting objects to enter its collections in many a day. It is a heroic vase of malachite-with its pedestal it is a little more than nine feet in height-which for more than 
The Metropolitan Museum has recently purchased from Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt one of the most arresting objects to enter its collections in many a day. It is a heroic vase of malachite-with its pedestal it is a little more than nine feet in height-which for more than sixty years was the most conspicuous single ornament in the Vanderbilt house at 640 Fifth Avenue. This fabulous vase was bought in 1880 by William H. Vanderbilt, the original owner of the house, at the sale of the contents of the San Donato Palace in Florence. It was placed in the center of the marble entrance vestibule when the house was finished at the close of 1881.
When the house came into the possession of Brigadier General Cornelius Vanderbilt in 1915, it underwent drastic renovations. Under the direction of Horace Trumbauer, the Philadelphia architect, the exterior was simplified and the interior almost completely redecorated. The original lush and costly decorations by Herter Brothers had been the last word of "good taste" in their day but by 1915 were hopelessly outmoded. French eighteenthcentury paneled rooms were now installed and appropriately furnished. The great central hall of the house, originally known as the "atrium," was handsomely decorated in Caen stone in the classic manner, and the malachite vase became its dominant feature. Its brilliant green coloring and distinguished gilt-bronze ornaments could now be seen to advantage for the first time.
Such is the more recent history of the vase. Of its earlier existence the salient facts are known but, until European archives are again accessible, certain of the details must be hypothesized. There is no doubt as to when and by whom the ornamental bronzes and the original bronze pedestal were made, for on the top member of the pedestal is the inscription when the bidding lags, he comes in with a 'Voyez vite, messieurs'; and the best of it is that he knows when it is time to stop, so that if one article does not bring quite what was expected, the next ten will bring more than they would otherwise, from the impression that he has created that there is no time to be lost if one means to secure them." This was the occasion on which Mr. Vanderbilt's agent acquired the fine malachite vase that has now come into the possession of the Metropolitan Museum. It stood in a great room known as the "Grand Galerie de Canova" because it contained the sculptor's famous seated portrait of Napoleon's mother, Laetitia Bonaparte. In the sale catalogue the vase (no. 1019) is described as supporting nineteen gilt-bronze candle-branches which transformed it into an enormous candelabrum. These no longer exist, although the wooden structure which held them is still in place. They were probably an after-thought and, as such, were discarded before the vase was shipped to this country.
Among the thousands of visitors to the Museum who will see the vase every year there is bound to be much difference of opinion as to its merits. Some will admire it, and others will find little to be said for it. Those who like the vase will derive pleasure from its fine proportions and contours, from the rich coloring and technical perfection of the malachite veneer, and from the beautiful chiseling and gilding of the bronzes. Those who dislike it will argue that it is a bold attempt of a generally uninspired era to compensate in sheer extravagance for a lack of real aesthetic virtue. To these latter it will be just an expensive, oversized ornament in that cut-anddried pseudo-classical manner known as the "Empire Style." But whatever the reaction, one thing is certain, that few visitors will ignore the vase. It is far too compelling for that.
